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ABSTRACT

Resonant tunnel ing experiments on m u l t i b a r r i e r coupled he t e ro s t ruc tu r c s

probe the quasisr ta t ionar t nature of the s t a t e s of the corresponding one dimensional

p o t e n t i a l . This work considers the effect of asymmetric one dimensional

m u l t i b a r r i e r p o t e n t i a l s on resonant tunne l ing . I t i s shown, by using the

proper t i e s of the propagator of the system, tha t t h i s effect may lead t o novel

resonance phenomena and af fec t s the l i f e t ime of the quas i s t a t ionary s t a t e s of

the system. The above cons idera t ions are i l l u s t r a t e d by a simple a n a l y t i c a l

solvable model.
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In rtcint time* there has bun an

increasing int irttt in studying elec-

tronic transport in double barrier

heterostructure* [13. It i t uell known,

line* the pionnering work by Tiu and

E*alei C23 and Chang. Esaki and Tsu

[3D. that resonant tunneling play* the

relevant role far perpendicular elec-

tronic transport in the above tyiteni.

which proceed* eftentiall^ in one

dinieniion. The problam corresponds to

the scattering of electron* by * one

dimensional potential and the quantity

of interest i* the transmission coeffi-

cient from which the I-V characteris-

tics may be obtained. Actually pro-

vided the electronic utean free path is

larger than the length of the stfsteo,

one may restrict onself to consider

only clastic processes. This i s the

Ciii for typical parameters of the

problem [4].

The physics of one dimensional resonant

tunneling for a symmetric potential is

well understood: It corre«ponds to a

situation inhere a particle of uell

defined energg C is incident upon the

system, formed by two consecutive bar-

riers of eî ual height, greater than E

and a classically allowed region

between them. At nearly al l incident

energies the particle is almost totally
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reflected. However in a sma! 1 discrete

number of energy intervals, character-

ized by energies E r and corresponding

widths r,. , the particle it actually

transmitted to the other side of the

system. This ic the phenomenon of

resonant tunneling which manifests

itself at a peak of unity height in a

plot of the transmission coefficient vs

energy. Actually full transmission is

achieved it £ • E r and the correspond-

ing time scale of the event is given by

t — ti /r. , which reflects the quasista-

tiunary nature of the process. During

this tine a large electronic probabil-

ity density builds up in the well dut

to constructive interference between

the waves leaking of the first barrier

and those being reflected off the

second one. The case of multiple bar-

riers and wells is similar except that

the sequence of internal r<.!'le;'t.l;in3

leading to the formation of a resonance

is more complex. Actually the experi-

mental situation in multibarrier

heterostructures corresponds to asym-

metric potentials. An interesting point

here is that in general asymmetric

potentials lead to a reduction of the

i.i-ij'jit:; of the transmission pfcins dt

resonance energies. The ist-uretical

etplanation of that fact is usually

made in terms of the transmission

coefficients through each barrier [5]

However such a procedure gives no

insight on the underlying resonant

processes Motivated by the abeve

situation. in this work I consider an

approach to resonant tunneling aimed to

sham how resonance levels are affected

by asymmetric potentials. In particular

I discuss houi the lifetime of the lev-

els is affected bg the asymmetry of the

potential. A crucial feature of the

approach is that it takes into account

the quasi stationary nature of resonant

levels. This is usually ipnored. The

levels of the system are commonly cal-

culated as if they mere bound state*

£1.31. On the other hand, the usual

procedure to obtain the lifetime of a

resonant electron is by measuring the

l-UHM, i. e the full width at half ntai-

imi urn of the transmission peak obtained

by solving numerically the Schrodinger

equation of the problem. However as

shown belou. in the case of asymmetric

potentials the lifetime of the resonant

electrons is not given by the FUHH of

the corresponding reduced transmission

peak

A convenient way to approach the prob-

lem is via the outgoing Green func-

tion or propagator of the problem

because then one may consider the well



known relationship between resonances

and the complex poles of the propagator

to dticribi procuset nmar resonance

energy Z61. Here it is well known that

•for every resonance the real and ima-

ginary parts of the complei pole

correspond respectively to the resonant

energy and the energy width described

above. Let us therefore consider an

arbitrary potential extending through a

region of finite length L i.e. V<»> » 0

for * £ 0 and t > L. The solution! of

the Schrodinger equation for scattering

from the left of a wave of energy E = k

with units "ft = 2m - i. may be written

outside the interaction range in the

usual formfti.x) • e x p U k U + r<kt

exp<-ikL)i » £ 0 and fMii.x) " t(k>

f.piikL); »> L, Uihsrs r {Ic > anil t<k) are

respectively the reflection and

transmission amplitudes. Here I con-

sider the effective mass approximation

and for simplicity I do not include the

mass variation in the different

regions, Using Green's theorem between

the equation for V<k, <) and that one

for the full propagator e+(i.«'ili) of

the problemi which obeys outgoing boun-

dary conditions at the end paints of

the systemi results in the following

relationship for the wave function

along the internal region C73.

2ik C (0, «s k) )

By considering the solution of the wave

function at « * L gives the transmis-

sion amplitude as

t(k) G (O,L;k) exp(-iki_>

The above enpression it very interest-

ing because it relates the transmission

amplitude with the propagator evaluated

at the point t = 0 and t ' » L. Simi-

larly the expression for the reflection

amplitude reads.

r(k) - Silt 0 <O. O; K) - 13)

uhich depends only on the propagator

evaluated at x = x'= 0. For on elec-

tron approaching the system front the

rj'lr, it is easily seen that the

transinission and reflection propagators

are given respectively by C +(L.O)JI()

and 0 (L<L;k). The relevant ^oint is

that near a complei pole k = a —i b

one may write the propagator as Ci,71,

u itiu
ft i

It is well Imoun that

<
n
the

- k.) <4)

functions

un<x) obey the Schrodinger equation with

complex eigenvalues kB • 6fl —i ~n /2

uiith £ • a - b and V - 4 a b_ and ful-
n n n n n n



fill outgoing boundary condition* £63.

Using Green's theorem between the equa-

tions for un<n) and un(x) and using the

corresponding boundary conditions gives

an interesting relation for the width b

in terms of the value of the rnoniTit

eigenstate at the end points of the

ft
lu

The above relationship defines the pai—
e i L ^

tial widths b = lu (OH and b « lu (L>1 .On n n

The relevant point here is that the

partial widths represent the coupling

of the resonant eigenstate with the end

points of the system. Using (4) and

(5) into (2) gives the transmission

coefficient near resonance as>

3- I « <-

k - a. O
<b

f

/4 (6)

The above aquation ganeraliief the

usual eipression for the transmission

coefficient near resonance The

difference corresponds to the

appearence in (6) of the partial width*

b and b . Actually for a symmetric

potential it is i-.tridFhtforwsir.i to see

that the system looks the same indepen-

dently of being approached from the

left or from the rir.

IS (0<Oi k>l • I Q*"(L. U

This is because

«nd therefore b*

-T-

b and

» bn which leads to the usual e»pre»-

sion for the transmission coefficient

near resonance. Clearly for the asym-

metric case one may have b'

as a consequence it is easy to convince

oneself* by inspection of (6)i that the

value of the transmission peak will

depend on the ratio between bo and b n .

The underlying resonant process may be

understood by using <4) and (2) into

(1) which allows to write the probabil-

ity density for the electron inside the

near resonance, as

t.
1 a

* k b n

(8 [ I 1 -
n

43)

It L-tcriî htiorw-ir.i to see that the

ratio between the partial widths will

determine whether there is a small or a

large probability for tht electron

inside the system. The case bjj » bn is

particularly interesting because from

(b) it corresponds to very small

transmission. However froo (7) one

finds a large probability for the elec-

tron inside the system. This case

corresponds to a situation where the

incident electron forms a long lived

state uithin the system that decays

through the incident direction. This

process may be called resonant reflec-

tion C73.
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In order to illustrate the above point*

I consider the analytical treatment of

a simple double barrier system. This

is the double delta shell potential

V(J) - AO5"(>) + A^fji-L). Actually

it i« well known that the in the above

model each delta may be seen a« the

result of the parameters of a square

barrier of height. V and width d tend-

ing to infinity such that the product

Vd remain* constant corresponding pre-

cisely to the intensity A of the delta

function. For *n electron approaching

the system from the left, the expres-

sions for the transmission and reflec-

tion propagators follow from the

corresponding integral equation in

terms of the free particle Green'*
4-

f u n c t i o n 0 l i , r i H = e«p<i)t I »-» 'I )

are e a s i l y s e e n t o
. They

correspond to

fi ( O . L . k ) • 2 i k e x p < - i k D / J O c )

and

0^(0. 0; k ! 2ik

L <exp(2ikL> - t> J(k) (9)

A o + A u)2ik -uhere J(k> «

A L ( e»p(2il(L)- 1)3. The poles of

Q (i.x'tk) correspond to the zeroes of

J(k>) . Since sharp resonances require

of sufficiently high barriers, it is

easy to see that under the condition

uhere both A o and A L art much

larger than unity the follouiing approi-

imate analytic solutions are obtained

for the poles kn • a^- i b n .

El -C A L 3/ L -

A L ) / ]y L (10)

uhere

sians

first

allows

ui dths

b «<nTT

n»l.3-3, . . . . - The above expres-

are a good approximation for the

levels. Using (5) and 110)

to uirite the partial decay

b and b > respectively as

1 / Ae

1 / A'

+ 1 / A
a

+ 1/ A (lit

One sees that the partial widths, which

represent the coupling of the

corresponding resonant eigenstate to

the end points of the system, depend on

the parameters involving both Barriers

Since the Schrodinger equation is ana-

lytic in the parameters Ag and A L .

one may consider the limit in which

both A, and A, tend to an infinite

value. That leads to the elementary

text book result for the box of infin-

ite walls with eigenvalues kn = ntT / |_.

In the symmetric case A » A. - A

the poles move near.

7.
k at nTT < j-2 / A ) / L -

i 4 ( nir / A ^ / L fi2>



O L.
From (11) one tees that bo =» bn and

hence from <6> it Follows, as eipected,

that I tl = 1 at the resonance value k =

*n The above situation is independent

of well width L and depends only on the

equality of the bjrrier intensities.

An interesting situation occurs for the

asymmetric case A o + A L . Actually

if A u / A B V> i one sees from (10) that

the pole moves to a value essentially

independent of A L •

1
niT

( n IT / A. il / I? (13)

The above condition meant, using (11).

that b°» bL mhich leads, from (6), to

a reduced value for the transmission

peak. The same conclusion is obtained

from the enact expressions for the

transmission and reflection propagators

given by (B) and <9) One sees that the

transmission Green function becomes

proportional to 1 / AL .which reduces

the value for the transmission,

whereas the reflection Creen function

becomes essentially independent of A^-

The above tie ample illustrates that

an asymmetric potential may sustain

resonance poles which da not lead to a

significant resonant tunneling effect.

As painted out above this corresponds

to the oetiurrence of reflection reso-

nances. In the present example this

process follows from the fact that the

second barrier is much larger than the

first one. The resonant electron forms

a long lived state of lifetime t(l
9r(4 an

b°n") that decays through the incident

direction Alternatively if A,, / Aty»i>

a similar analysis shows that both

the transmission and reflection propa-

gators become proportional to 1 / A o .

This corresponds to the usual reflec-

tion situation in which the electron

remains essentially outside the system.

The above considerations may be further

substantiated by using (7). For a par-

ticle approaching the system from the

• •.•' the transmission propagator

remains the tame, as may be seen from

(8) However the reflection propagator

becomes different. One has to inter-

change in <9) A o with A L and as a conse-

quence the above discussion becomes

reversed Summarizing: The main result

of this work is that for an arbitrary

potential the transmission peak at

resonance depends on the ratio of the

corresponding partial decay widths <7>.

For symmetric potentials this leads to

the familiar resonant tunneling situa-

tion. However for asymmetric potentials

the partial decay widths are in general

different and therefore responsible for

the observed reduction of the transmis-

sion peak- As s consequence the

corresponding FWHM does not provide the

-j ;•>



lifetime o-f resonance level* far asym-

metric potentials. It is also found for

this case that the underlying resonant

processes may lead to novtl phenomena

a* resonant reflection.
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